Bases II Internacional Open City Vilanova
1. Date and time: Sunday, 29th, April 2018. Confirmation and payment at 9.00, the
championship starts at 09.30.
2. Local game: La Gran Penya Cultural Society, at 52 Main Rambla, Vilanova (a 10-minute
walk from the train station). The room is adapted and air-conditioned.
3. Rounds: 9 Swiss system rounds. The pairings will be made with Swiss Manager and
complaints are not admitted except for those the referee considers necessary. On
sunday morning 5 rounds (9.30), on sunday afternoon 4 rounds (16:00).
4. Time control: 15 minutes + 5 seconds per move.
5. Elo and groups: Only one group. Valid for Rapid FIDE and Rapid Elo Catalan.
6. Ranking: It will be first ranking by Rapid FIDE, Elo FIDE and then by Rapid Catalan Elo.
7. Tournament category: General "a" stretch "b"
8. Awards: The awards will be offered the same day, at about 19:45. It is mandatory to
collect the prize personally with the DNI, NIE or passport or delegated person (with
signed authorization and photocopy of DNI, NIE, passport), otherwise it is understood
that the person renounces the prize.
9. Registration: Until April 27th at 21:00, by WhatsApp (636,677,377), by email:
escacsgp@gmail.com (Indicating: name, club, ELO, date of birth) or via web form
www.granpenya.cat. The entry fees are:
General
GM/MI
U16
Local
Disabled people

18€
5€
13€
13€
5€

The disabled people should be recognized as such by the FCDE.
You can make the payment in cash the day before starting or preferably by bank
transfer to speed up the process until April 24th at 22:00h to the account number
ES76-0081-1611-0400-0109-2017 indicating (chess + name).

10. Eliminated players: Players not presented in the first round will be eliminated. It also
involves the elimination of any non-justified absence at the tournament.
11. Waiting time: The time to appear before the board will be the fall of the flag.

12. Phones: It is prohibited for all players the use of mobile phones or other
communication devices in the playing venue and any area designated by the referee,
unless authorization is available. A player whose mobile phone rings will lose the
game.
13. Committee: There will be no appeal committee not to hinder the smooth running of
the tournament, the referees' decisions are final during the tournament, in the game
room there will be available an official form of complaints where you can make the
corresponding claim in writing to the appropriate bodies of the Catalan Chess
Federation.
14. Tiebreak: Ties in the final classification will be resolved as follows:
1. Particular result
2. Recursive performance
3. Performance
4. ELO average opponents (minus the two worst)
(The tiebreaks 2,3 and 4 will be drawn after the last round)
15. Tournament Director: Ivan Marina de la Torre.
16. Arbitrer team: The main referee will be the AI Manolo Navarro.
17. The organization: It reserves the right to modify these rules.
18. Awards:
General Classification
1º
600€+ Trophy
2º
450€+ Trophy
3º
350€+ Trophy
4º
250€
5º
200€
6º
150€
7º
100€
8º
70€

Classification Stretch
Stretches
Stretch ELO
1º
Stretch A 2250-2400 FIDE 60€*+ Trophy
Stretch B 2100-2249 FIDE 60€*+ Trophy
Stretch C 1950-2099 FIDE 60€*+ Trophy
Stretch D 1800-1949 FIDE 60€*+ Trophy
Stretch E 1650-1799 FIDE 60€*+ Trophy
Stretch F Fins a 1649 FIDE 60€*+ Trophy

2º
40€
40€
40€
40€
40€
40€

* The stretch champions have 1 month subscription to the portal Chess24
Fringes age
Best U8
Best U10
Best U12
Best U14
Best U16
Best Veteran
Best Local

Trophy + Magazine Peón de Rey
Trophy + Magazine Peón de Rey
Trophy + 1 month subscription Chess24
Trophy + 1 month subscription Chess24
Trophy + 1 month subscription Chess24
Trophy + 1 month subscription Chess24
Trophy + 1 month subscription Chess24

3º
20€
20€
20€
20€
20€
20€

A corresponding withholding will be applied on all the prizes . Prizes may not be
added. In case there is no Rapid FIDE Elo, FIDE will be used and in case there is no FIDE,
the Rapid Catalan Elo will be used.
Any point not covered in these rules will be resolved by regulation of the Catalan
Circuit, by the regulations of FIDE and the Catalan Chess Federation. More information
at www.escacs.cat/circuit/
19. Participation rules: The participation in this tournament implies the acceptance of
these rules, whose interpretation corresponds to the tournament director. Anything
not covered by these rules shall be resolved by applying, in the following order, the
regulations of FCDE, FIDE or FEDA.
20. Local game restrictions: No smoking inside the game room. By application of the
general rules of competition, both players and spectators are not allowed to have their
phones on (or other electronic communication devices) while there is some unfinished
game. To avoid incidents during matches it is prohibited to leave drinks and food while
you are playing next to the board. Failure to comply with this regulation will lead to
the loss of the game until the expulsion of the tournament, not entitled to any
compensation.
21. Bar / restaurant service: The venue has a bar and a restaurant. There will be a 12€
menu for participants.
22. Printed claims: The tournament will have official forms of claims.

